I. Listen to the dialogue and check True (T) or False (F): (1.0 pt)
1. It will be dry in Sydney today, and humid.  
   True  False
2. In London, it will be very cold with a low of minus three and a high of seven.  
   True  False
3. Bangkok will be hot and dry.  
   True  False
4. It will be cold and dry in Paris.  
   True  False

II. Choose the word or phrase that best fits the blank space in each sentence: (2.0 pts)
5. He has a broken leg, so he has to use a ___________.
   A. ambulance  B. stretcher  C. crutch  D. scale
6. I don’t ___________ to be an expert.  
   A. know  B. claim  C. see  D. mind
7. It is ___________ in Britain to eat turkey at Christmas.  
   A. competitive  B. suitable  C. exciting  D. traditional
8. Would you ___________ to come over for dinner this evening?  
   A. like  B. have  C. mind  D. please
9. She turned left to the market ___________ going straight to her house.  
   A. in spite of  B. instead of  C. because of  D. in addition
10. My young sister is ___________ forgetting to do her homework.  
    A. always  B. often  C. rarely  D. never
11. Our teacher asked us to study hard for the test ___________ get good grades.  
    A. so as  B. in order that  C. so that  D. in order to
12. “Do you mind if I smoke here?”  
    A. Not at all  B. All right  C. Yes, please  D. I’d rather you don’t

III. Choose the underlined word or phrase that needs correcting: (0.5 pt)
13. Million of old car tires are thrown away every year.  
    A  B  C  D
14. The play was performed at Idcraf is very interesting.  
    A  B  C  D

IV. Use the correct form of the words in parentheses: (1.0 pt)
15. This tin can is ___________. Don’t throw it away.  
    A  B  C  D (recycle)
16. Attractive ___________ can help to sell products.  
    D (package)
17. These products are ___________.  
    D (environment)
18. The computer is one of the best ___________ in the 20th century.  
    D (invent)

V. Use the correct tense or form of the verbs in parentheses: (1.0 pt)
19. This is the first time Hoa ___________ Tim’s family.  
    B (meet)
20. Rice ___________ in tropical countries.  
    B (plant)
21. He promised he ___________ anybody about it.  
    B (not tell)
22. When I arrived at school, the school drum ___________.  
    B (sound)
VI. Read the passage and choose the best answers: (1.5 pts)

Dear Mary,
We are having a wonderful time (23)_________________________ Da Lat. The people are friendly and the (24)_________________________ has been warm and sunny.
In Anh Dao Ward, I visited my friend Lan and her family. It was very lovely to see them.
I (25)_________________________ a lot of fruit candy and souvenirs (26)_________________________ my sisters. My friend is always (27)_________________________ about the heaviness of my suitcase.
See you (28)_________________________.
Mai

23. A. at  B. from  C. on  D. in
24. A. sun  B. sight  C. weather  D. temperature
25. A. bought  B. brought  C. took  D. asked
26. A. to  B. for  C. from  D. with
27. A. saying  B. talking  C. complaining  D. hearing
28. A. early  B. late  C. recently  D. soon

VII. Read the instructions and decide if the following sentences are True or False: (1.0 pt)

First, soak some old newspapers in a bucket of water overnight. Then use a wooden spoon to mash the paper. Next, mix the mashed paper and the water together in another bucket. Place a wire mesh in the mixture then pull it out. Then put the mesh with mixture on the cloth and press it down firmly. Take the mesh off the cloth. Wrap some heavy books in a plastic bag and put them on the cloth. Wait about 5 minutes. Finally, put the books away and take the paper out of the cloth to dry it in the sunlight.

29. First, old newspapers are soaked in water during the night.
30. You should mash the paper with a metal spoon.
31. The mixture should be pressed slightly.
32. Put some heavy books on the cloth.

VIII. Rewrite each of the sentences so that the meaning stays the same: (2.0 pts)

33. Students on duty haven’t cleaned the blackboard yet.
   The blackboard ____________________________

34. He started working with the computer early morning.
   He has ____________________________

35. Can I turn on the electric fan?
   Would you ____________________________

36. “Do many tourists visit Ha Long Bay every year, Hoa?” Tim asked.
   Tim asked ____________________________

THE END
I. *Listen to the conversation and check True or False:* (1pt)

(Listen Unit 12 – page 115)

And here is today’s weather forecast for the international traveler.

1. Let’s start with Sydney. It will be a dry day in Sydney today, and windy. For the temperature, the low will be twenty and the high will be twenty-six degrees.

2. Tokyo will be dry and windy, with a low of fifteen and a high of twenty-two.

3. London is going to have a humid day. It will be very cold with a low of minus three and a high of seven.

4. Bangkok will be warm and dry, with a low of twenty-four degrees centigrade and a high of thirty-two.

5. New York is going to have a windy day. It will be cloudy with a low of eight and a high of fifteen.

6. In Paris it will be cool and dry today. The low will be ten degrees and the high will be sixteen.
I. **Listening:** (1.0 pt)
   1. False
   2. True
   3. False
   4. False

II. **Multiple choice:** (2.0 pts)
   5. C. crutch
   6. B. claim
   7. D. traditional
   8. A. like
   9. B. instead of
   10. A. always
   11. D. in order to
   12. A. Not at all

III. **Error identification:** (0.5 pt)
   13. A (Millions of)
   14. B (performed)

IV. **Word form:** (1.0 pt)
   15. recyclable
   16. packaging
   17. environmentally
   18. inventions

V. **Verb tense or form:** (1.0 pt)
   19. has met
   20. is planted
   21. wouldn’t tell
   22. was sounding

VI. **Cloze test:** (1.5 pts)
   23. D. in
   24. C. weather
   25. A. bought
   26. B. for
   27. C. complaining
   28. D. soon

VII. **Reading comprehension:** (1.0 pt)
   29. True
   30. False
   31. False
   32. True

VIII. **Rewrite:** (2.0 pts)
   33. The blackboard hasn’t been cleaned by students on duty yet.
   34. He has worked/been working with the computer since early morning.
   35. Would you mind if I turned on the electric fan?
   36. Tim asked Hoa if/whether many tourists visited Ha Long Bay every year.

Sai câu trúc : trừ 0,5 d – Sai một lỗi : trừ 0,25 d
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